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1. Motivation and Background
Recent advancements in automated vehicle technologies pose numerous opportunities and
challenges to support the diverse facets of user needs. These needs range from inexperienced,
thrill-seeking, and young novice drivers, to risk-averse, safety conscious elderly drivers, to those
who have not been considered as drivers traditionally, together with their natural limitations and
preferences [1]. In the future, the driving task will increasingly be shared between the driver and the
vehicle (Level 3, according to SAE J3016 [2]), or the driver will be pushed into a (passive) passenger
or occupant role (Level 4). In the long term, full automation (Level 5) will require entirely new user
interface concepts, as there will be no need (or any possible way) for the drivers/passengers to control
the vehicle. Thus, we need to put our efforts into the design of radically new automotive user interfaces
to support the drivers/passengers in different levels and activities. The drivers/passengers will secure
additional time to spend on what they want to do within an isolated (but still connected) space.
However, acceptance of these new technologies will be highly dependent on several aspects, such as
the reliability of automated driving systems (ADSs), trust and acceptance of technology, as well as
the successful communication of the vehicle’s intention and behavior (to users). This special issue
features a collection of the current state-of-the-art novel user interface concepts for tomorrow’s vehicles.
We hope that this special issue can serve as a positive step towards the direction in which we want
to move.
2. New Opportunities in Multimodal Technologies and Interaction for Futuristic Vehicles
Ongoing technological development will put completely new demands on the design of the
interaction inside and outside the vehicle. To illustrate, interactions may include vehicle to occupants
(i.e., Intelligent Vehicle (IV)), vehicle/occupants to infrastructure (V2I), vehicle/occupants to other vehicle
(or occupants) (V2V), vehicle/occupants to business (V2B) [3], or vehicle/occupants to pedestrians [4].
With increasing automation, the goals of these interactions will also vary. In-vehicle interactions in
this new era will promote driver situation awareness, trust [5], and better user experiences, as well
as usability and safety. Following Wicken’s Multiple Resources Theory [6], in-vehicle displays have
adopted multimodal technologies to ease the physical and mental workload of drivers. With the
pervasive ADSs, the use of multimodal displays and controls are expected to increase, by expanding user
interfaces beyond traditional graphical user interfaces with auditory [7], tactile/haptic [8], gesture [9],
wearable [10], and Augmented Reality (AR)/Virtual Reality (VR) /Mixed Reality (MR) technologies [11].
To ensure a more natural interaction, not only does the driver/user have to monitor the vehicle, the
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vehicle also has to monitor the driver/user. To achieve higher accuracy in interactions, vehicles are
becoming equipped with multimodal sensing technologies as well [12]. Moreover, these vehicles try to
estimate and detect not only cognitive workload, but also various driver states, including fatigue and
drowsiness [13], emotions [14], and mind wandering [15]. In the same line, the articles of this special
issue address diverse multimodal technologies for automated driving situations.
3. Submissions and Review Process
The articles submitted to this special issue have undergone a rigorous peer-review process and
each manuscript was reviewed (on average) by three independent reviewers. The guest editors
performed meta-reviews on the papers in each round of review (up to three), and finally, according to
an objective score sheet, four articles were selected for publication. Each of the accepted papers has
received no reviews below the second-highest ranking category.
4. Summary of Contributions
All papers accepted for the special issue on “User Interfaces to Pave the Way for Interaction with
Tomorrow’s Vehicles” address topics related to automated driving from different angles. The first
article [16] investigates the characteristics of in-vehicle voice agents to increase technology acceptance
and improve upon the perceived ease of use of automated vehicle technology. The next article [17]
addresses the issue of driver emotions that may have a negative influence on road safety, and the
authors suggest employing affective computing for emotional state detection and parametrization of
empathic digital assistants to improve driver emotions and, as a consequence, enable safer driving.
The authors of the third article [18] focus (again) on the effect of feedback on the perceived ease of use
when interacting with automated driving systems at lower levels of automation (Society of Automotive
Engineers (SAE) Levels 0–3) and conclude that the perceived ease of use can be used as a diagnostic
measure in interaction with automated vehicles. In the last article, Nanjappan et al. [19] investigate
the design space of textile-based wearable user interfaces for in-vehicle secondary interactions and
conclude with a list of design recommendations for fabric-based wrist interfaces that could help
designers produce their own wearable interfaces for the vehicle context.
In more detail, the contributions (ordered by the publication date) are as follows:
Sanguk Lee, Rabindra Ratan, and Taiwoo Park explore in their article, “The Voice Makes the Car:
Enhancing Autonomous Vehicle Perceptions and Adoption Intention through Voice Agent Gender and Style” [16],
discussing how the design of voice agents for automated vehicles influences passenger intentions to
adopt those vehicles. Using an online experiment, the authors examined the role of gender stereotypes
in response to a voice agent in an automated vehicle, with respect to the technology acceptance model
(TAM), the perceived ease of use (PEOU), and the perceived usefulness (PU). Findings indicate that
characteristics of the voice agent that are more consistent with the stereotypical expectation of the
social role (e.g., informative male and social female voice agents) foster greater PEOU and PU than
the inconsistent conditions (social male and informative female voice agents). The results of this
study offer theoretical implications regarding the technology acceptance model, PEOU and PU, in the
context of automated technology, as well as practical implications for the design of in-vehicle voice
agents. The authors conclude that interactions with voice agents have the potential to influence the
perception outside of media use. Therefore, they invite designers not to reinforce any existing social
role stereotypes, but to shape social norms that guide social role expectations.
The basic assumption of the authors in “Improving Driver Emotions with Affective Strategies” [17]
is that sad or angry drivers are prone to perform worse at driving which, in turn, decreases overall
road safety. To counteract, Braun et al. suggest using affective computing tools and methods for
the detection of drivers’ (negative) emotional states. This information could then be used to build a
system that reacts upon, possibly, dangerous driver states and influences the driver to drive more
safely. Results from a driving simulator study with different conditions suggest that an emotional
voice assistant with the ability to empathize with the driver is the most promising approach as it best
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improves negative states and is rated most positively by drivers. The final conclusion of the authors is
that digital assistants are a valuable platform to improve driver emotions in automotive environments
and, thereby, have the potential to enable safer driving.
In the third article, “Tell Them How They Did: Feedback on Operator Performance Helps Calibrate
Perceived Ease of Use in Automated Driving” [18], Forster et al. investigate the effect of feedback to drivers
on interaction performance when interacting with automated driving systems on SAE Levels 0, 2, and 3.
This paper addresses a timely issue, since automated driving technology is proliferating and we need
to understand a great deal about the interaction between users, technologies, and use cases at various
levels of automation. This paper also discusses an important research question, as users need to have
the correct calibration to develop the appropriate level of trust in the system. The central hypothesis of
the paper is that providing feedback about the actual performance on automated driving tasks will
improve users’ calibration of the perceived ease of use (PEOU). The authors conclude that their results
support the application of PEOU as a diagnostic measure in interaction with automated vehicles and
that interface evaluation can benefit from supporting feedback to obtain more conservative results.
These results are in line with recent findings from Frison et al. [20], who found that, in addition to
the actual study, aesthetics and perceived usability of driver-vehicle interfaces have an impact on
the perception of automated driving (e.g., system performance and trustworthiness). The paper has
implications for the acceptance of automated driving technology, the effect of feedback on operator
perception, and possibly its performance.
In the last article of this special issue, “Towards a Taxonomy for In-Vehicle Interactions Using Wearable
Smart Textiles: Insights from a User-Elicitation Study” [19] by Nanjappan, et al., the authors discuss the
potential of clothing-based textile wearable interfaces for interaction with in-vehicle controls. To this
end, they conducted a user elicitation study with a non-functional fabric-based wearable input device
on the wrist to control a mobile phone, a music player, and a map navigation in the car. The main aim
was to investigate the design space of wearables for in-vehicle secondary interactions and to learn
what kind of gestures users would like to use for controlling different devices and apps. The study
results suggest that in-vehicle interactions using fabric-based interfaces are simple, natural, intuitive,
and convenient to perform while steering the car as a primary task. Nanjappan et al. finally come up
with a list of design recommendations for fabric-based wrist interfaces, which should be useful for
designers to produce textile-based wearable interfaces in the vehicle context.
5. Conclusion and Outlook
Technologies for automated vehicles continue to develop and, with the increasing level of
automation, users are being faced with different roles than in manual driving, with the ability to use
their time in the vehicle more effectively and efficiently by engaging in non-driving related tasks.
Nevertheless, for the foreseeable future, users will have to monitor vehicle/traffic behavior and be ready
to take over on a short notice. In the meantime, technological progress (e.g., sophisticated assistance
systems and non-deterministic machine learning algorithms amongst others) and detachment from the
driving task (e.g., deskilling and lack of situational awareness) will require new ways to “keep the
driver in the loop—when required” and guarantee road safety in (conditional) automation. Therefore,
the design and representation of the user interface is considered the most critical issue for effective and
efficient interaction. In this special issue, the authors of the four accepted articles have contributed to
this challenging field with novel and adaptive interfaces, emotional voice assistants, and fabric-based
wearables to increase technology acceptance, improve ease of use, and allow for simple and convenient
interaction. To make an optimized interaction framework in futuristic vehicles, we need to conduct
more research on integrating monitoring technologies, including neuroergonomic devices, trying out
more modalities (e.g., olfactory displays, ambient displays, etc.), and making closed-loop interaction
with a just-in-time feedback system.
Finally, we greatly appreciate all the hard work of the authors and reviewers for their contributions
to shaping this special issue. We cordially invite you to a journey through a collection of high-quality
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research articles compiled in this special issue on “User Interfaces to Pave the Way for Interaction with
Tomorrow’s Vehicles”.
Funding: This research received no external funding.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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